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The prior week we saw a mixed week with both selling and buying on alternating days that ended that 

week with small gains. 

This week we saw another split week, with the first half consisting of a slow drift lower on light volume 

followed by a gap up and quick rally early on Thursday then a drift higher on Friday also on light 

volume. This week ended with positive gains but also with several ‘mixed’ signals. 

A market tends to really move on days when the convictions of the Bulls (or Bears) are strong and 

dominate a fast tape that day. We tend to see larger swings in price on strong above average volume 

since a lot of the action can by driven by emotional reactions of market participants rushing to get in 

on a high volatility opportunity or quickly get out of a market that is going against their positions. Over 

the past month in the S&P we saw 3 strong selling days (on Sep. 20th, 28th and 30th) where the Bears 

dominated selling with a fast tape, wider range days and strong volume. 

Note that the volume was light (below average) the last 2 days of last week (Oct. 7th & 8th) and every 

day this week. We can see this light volume clearly in the daily charts of the SPY, QQQ as well in the 

futures markets for ES and NQ. [These instruments: SPY, QQQ, ES, NQ are some of the most liquid and 

highest volume trading instruments of the markets.] 

This light volume provides some doubt on the strength of the rally late last week and the second half of 

this week. The rally could continue but we DO NOT see strong convictions so far.  We have often 

reminded folks that key clues can sometimes come from what we DO NOT see in the markets. 

We saw some mixed reactions to Financial sector stocks that reported Q3 Earnings this week.  Most of 

the key Big Tech stocks report Earnings in the next two weeks which includes several of the biggest 

companies in the US Markets.  

Sector leadership continues to change daily as money moves from one sector to another. To illustrate 

this we will list the strongest 3 sectors at the end of each day this week. Monday saw only two positive 

sectors. 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

XME DJT XME SOXX DJT 

XLB XRT XLU XHB XLY 

- XLY QQQ XLB XLF 

Using the weekly percent changes table (below) is one way to reduce some of the daily ‘noise’ seen 

with sector leadership changes.  

Oil continued higher to new 7-year Highs this week. Gold got whipped up and down this week as did 

Treasury Yields. Volatility rose a little the first 2 days then slowly declined the rest of this week. 

Let’s look at the charts to see what they are telling us about the markets. 



 

S&P 500 weekly chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – Last week we saw a pause near the 20 week SMA and this 

week a rally that closed above the highs of the prior three weeks. 

 

 

S&P 500 daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – We saw lower lows the first 3 days of this week all below the 

20 day SMA. Thursday gapped above the 20 day SMA, crossed above the descending Resistance Trend 

Line (Green line) and rallied up to the 50 day SMA to close the day 2 points above the 50 day SMA. 

Friday saw a small gap up and rally to end the day and week at the weekly ‘Expected Move’ (Options 

derived 1 standard deviation move), up +1.82% for the week and about 34 points above the 50 day SMA. 

The S&P is now above all 3 of its key SMAs (20 day, 50 day and 200 day). 



 

S&P 500 15 min. chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – Last week we saw alternating days of selling and rallies. This 

week began with a slow drift lower Monday, Tuesday and the beginning of Wednesday as lower lows 

were delivered. We saw a reversal Wednesday about an hour into the day with a very slow rally that 

recovered the mornings decline. Thursday saw a strong gap up crossing above the descending Trend 

Line Resistance (Green line) with ‘follow through’ higher to exceed the prior week’s highs. Friday saw 

a smaller gap up and rally higher up to its weekly ‘Expected Move’ level near $4371. 

The weekly ‘Expected Move’ is a value based upon SPX Options Prices (Volatility) seen at the close on 

Friday (Oct. 8th) for Calls and Puts that expire on the following Friday (Oct. 15th). Based upon how 

these Options are pricing Risk for a 1 standard Deviation Move.  On Friday Oct. 8th we saw the SPX 

Options were pricing a plus or minus $79.94 move from the SPX Close ($4391.34 +/- $79.94) on that 

day. The following Friday (Oct. 15th) we saw a close at $4471.37 that was 9 cents above this 1-Standard 

Deviation move. This tells us that the SPX Options were very accurately pricing risk one week ago. 

It is rare for the SPX to close the week right on the ‘Expected Move’.  However, it is very common to 

see  the ‘Expected Move’ levels act as either Support or Resistance during the week, as this is where 

many large fund managers are pricing risk and may need to adjust their ‘dynamic hedges’ when the 

S&P gets to these levels. It is this activity of these fund managers adjusting their hedges that can give 

the markets a temporary area of either Support or Resistance during the week. A study of the S&P 

charts and the weekly Expected Moves over the past years will show us how common this behavior is. 



 

DJIA weekly chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – The Dow has closed below its 20 week SMA the prior 4 weeks and 

then closed back above this week. 

 

 

DJIA daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – We saw a pause below the 50 day SMA last Friday followed by slow 

selling the first 3 days of this week with lower lows taking the DJIA below its 20 day SMA. Thursday saw 

a rally from its 20 day SMA up to its 50 day SMA with a close above the 50 day SMA. Friday saw a gap up 

and rally to exceed the highs since Sept. 7th ending the week up +1.58% and now above all 3 of its key 

SMAs.   

 



 

Nasdaq weekly chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – Last week paused near the 20 week SMA. This week we saw a 

rally with higher lows and higher highs than the prior week. 

 

Nasdaq daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – We see the slow decline the first 3 days of this week with a big 

gap up on Thursday above the descending Resistance Trend Line (Green line) and the 20 day SMA, 

followed by a smaller gap up on Friday that struggled to get much above its 50 day SMA, ending the 

week up +2.18%.  

While the Nasdaq Composite did cross above its 50 day SMA on Friday, the Nasdaq-100 (NDX, QQQ) 

failed to rally above its 50 day SMA on Friday. The Nasdaq-100 has a much heavier weighting from the 

biggest 5+ Tech Stocks than does the Nasdaq Composite. 



 

Nasdaq 15 min. chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – Here we see the slow decline from the highs last Thursday to 

the lows on Tuesday this week. Wednesday was a quiet pause day without much action or range. 

Thursday saw a large gap up at the open (and in the overnight futures session) that crossed above the 

descending Resistance Trend Line (Green line) and saw follow through to higher highs during the day, 

exceeding the prior week’s highs in the process. Friday saw a small gap up and rally that struggled and 

consolidated near its 50 day SMA. 

Friday was also October Options Expiration day which tends to put a ‘pause’ on most trends as these 

contracts get settled. 

 

 



 

Russell 2000 weekly chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – The Russell remains in a consolidation pattern with NOT 

TREND most of this year. 

 

 

Russell 2000 daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 –  The first 3 days of this week we saw the Russell in a 

narrow range that straddled all 3 of its key SMAs that are now horizontal (no trend). Thursday saw a 

strong rally day that continued higher at the open on Friday before Friday saw steady selling all day. 

The Russell closed down -0.37% for the day on Friday while the other indexes all rallied higher. The 

Russell closed the week up +1.46% and remains inside its consolidation zone. 

Next we will look at a few key ‘Market Internals’. 



 

McClellan Summation Index weekly chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – Note the pause last week followed by 

positive acceleration in breadth this week. 

 

 

McClellan Summation Index daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – We saw a very small increase late last week 

that continued this week and accelerated higher the last 2 days of this week. 

 

 



 

NYSE Percent above 200 day SMA daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – Last week ended with 59.11% and this 

week we saw an increase to 63.51%. 

 

 

 

NYSE Percent above 50 day SMA daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – Last week ended with 45.91% and this 

week a significant increase to 60.45%. Now more than half of NYSE listed stocks are above their 50 day 

SMA. 

 

 



 

VIX daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – We saw that the Options Market accurately priced Risk last week 

with the S&P ‘Expected Move’ as an indicator of this. We saw a small increase in the VIX early this 

week that remained below its 20 day SMA. Since Wednesday we saw a steady decline the rest of this 

week, crossing below its 50 day SMA late on Wednesday and ending the week at 16.3% that is a new 1 

month low. 

 

 

VVIX daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – Other than a brief spike up early on Wednesday morning, the VVIX 

remained below its 112 level all of this week indicating calm is returning to the markets. 

Next we will look at a few key Commodities, Currency and Treasuries. 



 

Oil daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – Oil saw a strong rally on Monday, paused for two days then resumed 

the rally higher on Thursday and Friday to deliver new 7 year highs in the price of Oil. Note the 

significant rally over the past 6 to 10 weeks as Oil crossed above its 20 day SMA in late August, and 

above its 50 day SMA in mid September. Note how these same two SMAs also provided Support when 

tested on Sept. 21st as a ‘good buy kiss’ before departing above both SMAs.  

 

Gold daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – Gold has been mostly horizontal with narrow range days near the 

20 day SMA, as we saw continue the first 2 days of this week. Wednesday saw a strong rally up to the 

200 day SMA, a pause on Thursday, then a reversal on Friday back from the 200 day SMA, below the 50 

day SMA and nearly reached the 20 day SMA. As we can see in the chart above, it is common to see 

random wild days every once in a while in Gold. 



 

US Dollar Index daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – The US Dollar drifted higher on Monday and Tuesday 

then got slammed back down on Wednesday (as Gold popped). Thursday and Friday were quiet and 

mostly horizontal as the 20 day SMA drifted higher to great this index. 

 

 

US 10 year Treasury daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – Last week the 10 year sold off each day, this selling 

continued on Monday of this week. The next 3 days saw a small rally that was mostly given back on 

Friday. 

 



 

US 10 year Yield daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – The Bond markets were closed on Monday. We saw a 

decline in Yields Tuesday Wednesday and Thursday, then a bounce on Friday to end the week at 

1.576%. 

 

 

US Treasury daily Yield table as of Oct 15, 2021 – We saw a small dip on Wed. and Thursday in the 

longer term Yields that was mostly recovered on Friday. 

 

 



 

FOMC Balance Sheet weekly chart as of Oct 13, 2021 – We saw an increase of $16.91 Billion this week in 

the Fed’s Balance Sheet, ending this week at over $8.48094 Trillion. 

 

Next we will look at a few key Sectors. 

 

 



 

Dow Transportation Index daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – The Transports closed above their 50 day SMA 

late last week. This week began with a slow positive drift higher the first 3 days followed by a strong 

rally on Thursday and gap up and rally on Friday to new highs not seen since mid June.  The Transports 

closed the week up +3.76%. 

 

 

XLE daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – The Energy sector saw a rally to new 52 week highs followed by a 

pull back on Monday that continued a little lower on Tuesday and Wednesday. Thursday saw a gap up 

with little to no follow through. Friday saw a small gap up to deliver highs not seen since Jan. 2020. 

XLE closed the week up +1.34%. 



 

XLF daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – The Financial sector saw a decline the first 3 days of this week 

followed by a pair of gaps up on Thursday and Friday, ending the week up +1.26%. Several large banks 

reported earning this week with mixed reactions. 

 

QQQ daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – The Tech heavy Nasdaq-100 drifted lower on Monday and Tuesday 

then paused on Wednesday. Thursday saw a strong gap up above its 20 day SMA with follow through 

higher. Friday saw a small gap up to find resistance near its 50 day SMA. The QQQ closed the just below 

its 50 day SMA and up +2.15% for the week. Note the below average volume in each of the past 7 

sessions. 

The NDX also closed this week just below its 50 day SMA. 



 

SOXX daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – The Semiconductor sector has often been either the strongest or 

weakest sector over the past year. The decline seen late last week continued lower on Monday and 

Tuesday of this week nearly reaching its 200 day SMA. Wednesday saw a narrow range day pause. 

Thursday saw a large gap up and rally up to its 20 day SMA. Friday gapped above its 20 day SMA to close 

the week up +2.40%. 

 

XLC daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – The Communication Services sector saw a test of Resistance at its 

20 day SMA late last week and continued lower the first 2 days of this week. Wednesday saw a pause as 

an ‘Inside’ day. Thursday saw a gap up and rally that failed to reach the descending 20 day SMA. Friday 

saw a higher high and higher low, a test of the 20 day SMA Resistance and a lower close. The XLC ended 



the week down -0.82% and is the weakest sector on my list this week. Remember that the XLC is mostly 

comprised of FB and GOOGL. 

 

 

Weekly Percent Change US Indexes and Sectors table as of Oct 15, 2021 – Here we can see that the 

Nasdaq Composite was the weakest index 2 weeks ago, neutral last week and the strongest index this 

week. 

The Strongest sector this week was the XME Metals and Mining sector. Other strong sectors this week 

included: The Dow Transportation Index, XLB, XLY and XHB. The Energy sector is no longer the 

strongest but it still delivered a respectable +1.34% this week.  The only negative sector this week was 

the XLC. (We will look at the FB and GOOGL charts below).  Other weak sectors this week included: 

XLV, XRT and XLP. 

 

 

 

 



 

Daily Percent Change US Indexes table as of Oct 15, 2021 – The Nasdaq-100 (QQQ) was the weakest 

index both on Monday and Tuesday of this week, then was the strongest on Wednesday and Thursday. 

The Russell was the weakest on both Thursday and Friday even with a positive percentage on Thursday. 

The Dow Transportation Index was the strongest 3 days this week. 

 

Next we will look at a few key Stocks. 

 

 

 

AAPL daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – Apple saw lower lows and lower highs the first 3 days of this 

week. Thursday saw a gap up and rally above its 20 day SMA. Friday saw a smaller rally to end the week 

up +1.36%. Apple remains below its 50 day SMA. Each day this week we saw below average volume. 

 

 

 



 

MSFT daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – Microsoft paused between its converging 20 day and 50 day SMAs 

the first 3 days of this week with a close above its 50 day SMA on Wednesday. Thursday saw a gap up 

and rally above $300. Friday saw a small rally continue but failed to reach its prior highs from Sept. or 

August. MSFT closed the week up +3.17% and is now above all 3 of its key SMAs. 

 

 

AMZN daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – Amazon tested Resistance at its 200 day SMA late last week. 

Monday saw a drop followed by a pause on Tuesday. Wednesday saw a small rally that regained most of 

the losses so far this week. Thursday saw a small gap up but NO follow through higher, still remaining 

below all 3 of its key SMAs. Friday saw a huge rally from its 20 day and 200 day SMAs, crossing above its 

50 day SMA and closing the day at $3409, near its 100 day SMA and up +3.66% for the week. 

 



 

GOOGL daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – Alphabet crossed below its 50 day and 20 day SMAs on Monday 

on a narrow range day. Tuesday saw strong selling day that found support near $2,715.  Wednesday saw 

a narrow inside day still below its 20 day SMA. Thursday saw a gap above its 20 day SMA and rally above 

its 50 day SMA. Friday saw a higher high and higher low and a weak close to end the week up +1.13% 

and back above all 3 of its key SMAs. 

 

 

FB daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – FaceBook dropped Monday and Tuesday to find support at its 200 day 

SMA on Tuesday. Wednesday saw a rally and pull back. Thursday saw a gap up without any follow 

through higher. Friday saw stronger selling resume to close back down near Wednesday’s close, ending 

the week down -1.60% and still below its 20 day and 50 day SMAs. We did NOT see any change in this 

bearish trend this week, making a retest of the 200 day SMA support more likely in the days ahead. 

 



 

NFLX daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – After peaking with a new all time high last week, NFLX saw lower 

lows and lower highs on Monday and Tuesday this week. Wednesday saw an inside day. Thursday saw 

only a very small rally to a higher high and higher low than the prior day. Friday saw a bearish 

engulfing day to end the week down -0.69%. NFLX remains above all 3 of its key SMAs and not far below 

its all time high from last week. 

Out of the six big tech stocks we looked at above we’ve seen mixed changes this week. Two were down 

this week and four are now above all 3 of their key SMAs. 

 

 

TSLA daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – Tesla closed higher every day this week, accelerating on Friday to 

close the week up +7.33%. 

 



 

JPM daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – JP Morgan saw a sharp decline on Monday with some follow through 

lower on Tuesday. JPM reported Earnings on Wednesday before the open with a negative reaction once 

the markets opened, dropping to find support near its 50 day SMA. Thursday saw a bounce from its 50 

day SMA Support to test Resistance at its 20 day SMA. Friday saw a gap higher above its 20 day SMA and 

rally to recover part of its losses this week, closing the week down -2.12% and back above all 3 of its 

key SMAs. 

 

 

GS daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – Goldman Sachs dropped below its 20 day SMA on Monday and 

delivered lower lows and lower higher on each of the first 3 days of this week. Thursday saw a higher 

high and higher low than the prior day and closed back above its 20 day SMA. GS reported Earnings on 

Friday before the open and saw a gap up and rally that day above its 50 day SMA to close the week up 

+3.38% and back above all 3 of its key SMAs. 



 

NVDA daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – NVDA pulled back from its 50 day SMA Resistance late last week 

and consolidated the first 3 days of this week near its prior Support and prior Resistance (July 7th highs) 

Grey line. Thursday saw a gap above its 20 day and 50 day SMAs and rally up to the $217 area. Friday 

saw a small rally higher to end the week up +4.95% and back above all 3 of its key SMAs. 

 

 

AMD daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – AMD paused just below its 50 day SMA and above its 20 day SMA 

late last week. AMD continued this pause on Monday and Tuesday this week then gapped higher on 

Wednesday, breaking above its 50 day SMA and its 2-month descending Resistance Trend Line (Green 

line) and breaking above the highs from the prior 4 weeks. Thursday saw another gap up and rally to 

higher highs. Friday saw a higher high and higher low to end the week up +6.72%. 

 



 

LOW daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – Lowe’s rallied above its 20 day SMA on Monday and then paused 

Tuesday with an inside day. Wednesday saw the rally resume breaking above the September highs 

(Yellow line). Thursday saw a gap up and rally to new all time highs. Friday saw another gap up with 

more new all time highs, ending the week up +6.31%.  

 

 

SLB daily chart as of Oct 15, 2021 – Schlumberger broke above its descending Resistance Trend Line 

(Grey line) on September 23rd , paused for about two weeks in the $29.50 to $31.50 range, the resumed 

its rally last Friday. Monday saw a gap up above $32 and pause at this higher level Tuesday and 

Wednesday. Thursday saw a gap up and rally, followed by a gap up on Friday to close the week up 

+7.395. 

 



We saw a bullish change this week with all but one sector up this week.  We also saw mixed messages 

this week with strong Financials on Friday but a weak Russell 2000 the same day. The below average 

volume over the past 7 sessions adds to the ‘mixed’ messages.    

Going forward, we know that ‘anything’ can happen.  The bulls were NOT showing us strong convictions 

this week, but neither were the bears. We saw ‘mixed’ messages in several areas again this week. 

Those stocks that are trending and are showing us strength this week, we will ‘assume’ will continue to 

trend up until their charts show us evidence that they may be ‘done’.   

Be patient and wait for the evidence in the charts to appear to confirm your decisions. 

Trade Smart, 

CJ 

 


